Aug 2, 57

From Winter - I am very

lessen to have your note of July 29 as we
have been without news of such for a long time,
but that doesn't mean we haven't been thinking of
you & Kitty.

First of all, my dear Kitty, how is poor
Jenny recovering from her illness and winter
that is ended? I am taking it easy because that is
the only thing to take after all we have had
the old man - and I wish it were easy, not easy.

and not easy,

Winter is quite well and I think he

Winter is quite well and I think he

only worry is me - for I have not been

only worry is me - for I have not been

as well this year as usual. How Winter

practically the same as usual. How Winter

keeps up the way she does is beyond me.

She is out to a party at the Peneconi's

She is out to a party at the Peneconi's

this morning. Bobby Pearson is coming.
Jack Cooty's daughter - a very nice girl. Allen Eells' daughter Cynthia is being married in about ten days to a nephew of Alice Godrich. Several other weddings we have ignored one this month, etcetera. It is all kinds of parties which I avoid and then one and kind of parties which I avoid as much as I can - I finally get bored seeing people get tight when I can't take adult people myself. We are giving some parties in connection with these weddings - but only.

We have to give a big luncheon at luncheon for Cinnie Ellis - some 150 people. Cinnie has been one of our best friends here.

If it is good of you to write about the lecture quote - we got then it clearly so did all our friends here, the ones in Cincinnati and at 2.00 am Saturday we were waked by the house really shaking. We heard there a number of quakes here, but were
like this. It lasted only a minute or so, but we
knew it was a real one.

On Sunday morning we began to get news. Our
house in Lawrence was not damaged at all nor was the one in Mexico City. As a matter
of fact the damage was in Mexico City and
a town on the road to Acapulco. While
the actual damage was very slight indeed.

Some of the buildings in Mexico City are down, or have to be
demolished. How the quake took place
during the day, or evening, the number of
people killed could never have been great. Several
of the largest office buildings in Mexico City
will have to be demolished — and some of my
friends are hard put to know where to
get office space to function. My doctor — Zefron,
built an 8 story building at 10th Ave 7 - 23rd
The building came from your age and put all
his forces into it. It was occupied by some 30
or 50 of the leading doctors in New York. The building
stands but the interior is completely wrecked and
the whole place will have to come down or be
repaired - and then 30 or 50 doctors are earning
their fortunes where they can. They say of you
know how many fine figures there - about
one third are closed as unsafe and some
will have to come down. The big new hotel
did not make damage - but are functioning
and can be repaired. Our company is building
a new 20 story frame office building about
2/3 completed. The structure was not damaged,
but interior walls collapsed.

Unfortunately, our 19 plants are closed and
not coffee damage and it is fortunate that
our company - that is not lost in this time - built so well.
The last of power & light in the important city of win were on as we were people would look like a column. Some of the transmission & distribution lines were damaged but nothing too serious. If 95% fuel were lost the reat cord was a 7 degree quake, and the report was if had die 20 three houses were, west of the city never been hit in ruins.

A few feet above building, it was one woman had watched the first victim, some three minutes damaged. A Belgian woman named Josephine had been holding the foundation of a good many of the new high buildings in the city, and all Jerome three afternoon, while other buildings it was plates just collapsed. Structural steel in some of the buildings going up, and not completed simply the last, and the structure was a mass
Cramped steel girders & concrete. Some of the new buildings have been like too flimsy.

Life in the city is normal and in most parts of the big city, one could not see any evidence of fires having been a grenade. We are very proud - and I know lofty - that we have generators or turbines - which are very delicate and easily managed. Some of our private electricity generating are really how soon in the near future can Company & Conferences, build well and completely.

Knowing what we are doing.

The life in the city is normal and little that important business and professional people have to look for a new place in which to work. It is much for the greater. It was told...
but it is nearly here now. total destruction.

I haven't been very well for a week, mostly
makes of poisonous character & aches. The
orders of the baby doctor tell me. I need
how to live and for now that is. The next
many weeks I will try to create a
would an unpleasant or rather a difficult
week, but it is hard to think.

Weren't I with another at my brother's
to have a nice change from here, and
see new friends, but I spent a good
part of the time in the tutorial
department. Instead, I am back still
feeling rotten, but I feel the least
from being that the worst is over.
The only care for weeks is rest and
food with a lot of water, and then...
I felt strong to be — and bitter feelings
in her! Iason worried about us, for
her only child, but I was out of
the loving parties — and she got wound
at last.

This being in want to receive for
the new American President. But
Hill — who is only 3y + I think his wife
is that, He is a good man. I'm sure
but they just needs a lot of background
for that idea while rapidly coming — is
just as easy going, Joe says to
have as minister. Congressman and be then
made a career minister. I'm sorry for
for as he deserves his promotion so
much. I only wish your mind had been
properly received.
I'm glad to have reached you now of the long and it must be a great sorrow to return to you and Kitty.

This is already too long a letter, but I know you and Kitty and the Poynters.

If the German word about some news of what the quote can be, I had not to have to do the one.

To write me where I feel into it for you know much larger and I am, and have always been as attached to you had. It is only hate in the evening for me, but bed and morning will probably come in long after midnight.

That last will be full one word.

Wishing you the most of Milton.
Evening. The trip was unfortunately the last I could make; only staying 3 or 4 days.

I would like to give you my comments on the current situation, but no more tonight. All I can say is Essence is tired. The election took place on Wednesday, complicated the situation further, and the weakness of American's forecast is more obvious than ever. They will
be arriving at their own pace for years to come. In a really long format because that can be the things that have to be done. Our love to you & Kitty, and the children, remember us to the Spongros' family. Above all,

Yours,